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ABSTRACT 

Camversation is a playful mobile application that allows users to 

communicate only using pictures from their mobile phone 

cameras. By eliminating the possibility to communicate through 

spoken or written language, the users have to invent new ways of 

communication and sensemaking. The resulting communication 

threads shows a playful exploration where various communication 

patterns emerge over time. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.1.2 User/Machine Systems – Human factors 

General Terms 

Design, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In current research on human-computer interaction we see a 

general development towards solutions focusing on experience 

and playful usage of technology [1]. Using social applications like 

Facebook, a great number of people now spend a considerate 

amount of time on playful leisure oriented social interaction and 

communication. As the social media applications starts to migrate 

to mobile platforms this playful social dimension can permeate 

even more aspects of daily life. 

This paper presents the Camversation application which is a 

mobile phone application that allows users to engage in 

conversations using pictures from their mobile phone cameras. 

This seemingly simple application makes it possible to explore a 

number of interesting questions. By working with images, artistic 

expressiveness becomes an intrinsic part of the interactive and 

communicative experience.  Pictures as opposed to text are often 

more semantically ambiguous when used in communication. Thus 

it becomes interesting how this openness and ambiguity in the 

application can encourage appropriation and how rules and 

patterns for communication and language evolve with usage. It is 

also interesting to examine how this format can be used to inform 

the design of playfulness in other interactive applications. 

1.1 Photography and HCI 
As photography has become a digital technology and as this 

technology has been increasingly integrated with other 

computational artifacts, photography has found its way into the 

area of human computer interaction. Especially the tight 

integration between digital cameras and mobile phones makes it 

interesting to view photography as an important part of interaction 

with mobile computers. Several studies have examined the usage 

of digital cameras in mobile computing settings [2, 3].  

Petersen et. al [4] have introduced the notion of playful 

photography as an umbrella term for a set of leisure-oriented 

interactive applications that in different ways build upon and 

extend activities of digital photography. They present three 

applications; Context photography, where digital images are 

distorted in different ways depending on various contextual 

factors of the moment when the picture is taken, Autonomous 

wallpaper in which pictures taken with your mobile phone can be 

sent to a projected surface where the pictures are transformed into 

flowers growing on the wall. Finally they present the Squeeze 

application where you interact with images through physical 

interactions with a sensory augmented sack-chair.   

1.2 Creative expressiveness 
An important property of photographic activities is the rich 

possibilities to express yourself artistically. The expressivity is 

achieved through e.g. choice of motive, composition, camera 

settings or in post processing using filters etc. Working with 

creativity and expressiveness as design parameters is nothing new 

to HCI research. Rosner and Ryokai [5] have for example 

explored the intersection between interactive applications and 

handicraft, where the creative expressiveness play an important 

role.  

Using creative expression as a means for communication and 

collaboration have also been explored in a previous work by the 

author, an interactive installation, Erzulie’s altar [6], which was 

presented as part of an art exhibition. In the exhibition the visitors 

would collaboratively create low resolution animations by 

manipulating pixels on a touch screen embedded in a decorated 

altar. The work is referring to the use of decorated and expressive 

altars used in the Haitian voodoo religions, and the tradition of 

sacrificing valuable objects and crafted objects. The work 

explored how the tradition of creating and sharing carefully 

crafted expressive artifacts can be transformed to a partially 

digital setting. Kanske trycka extra på den biten som handlade om 

att skapa en delad temporal artifact, representing the process of 

creation, where each contributer added based on what was there 

on the screen before him or her.  
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Figure 1. The Erzulie’s altar installation 

1.3 Ambiguity and emerging practices 
There are several examples of how a certain amount of openness 

and ambiguity in the design allows for users to appropriate 

applications in accordance with their own practices [7-9]. For 

applications that concern human to human communication, such 

openness in the design has shown to support emergent 

communication practices. One example of this is the Emoto 

application [10] in which users can add an affective expression to 

a text message. Gestures and squeezing of a sensor will be 

transformed to an ambiguous graphical background where the 

actual meaning is negotiated in the community of practice. 

In previous work by the author, the Spots system [11] allows for 

detection and sharing of users’ location. In the Spots system the 

users themselves choose by which names their current location 

should be communicated to other people. Also here the openness 

in the system allows for communication practices to emerge 

within groups of people sharing contextual references and specific 

usage patterns. 

2. THE CAMVERSATION APPLICATION 
The Camversation application is an application for camera 

equipped mobile phones. Using the application users can initiate 

conversations by taking a picture and upload it as an invitation to 

start a conversation. Conversations in this application could be 

compared with threads in internet forums. Users can either start 

new conversations or choose to join existing ones by simply 

posting an answer to the last picture in a conversation. By 

replying to each others pictures you continue the conversation. 

Both when initiating conversations and posting answers, the users 

are forced to use the camera on the phone, and can thus not use 

previously taken or downloaded pictures. This is a deliberate 

design decision, with the goal to make the conversations more 

contextually situated, and to encourage in-situ creativity among 

the users. You may have several conversations going on in 

parallel. The application will remember, and list your ongoing 

conversations. The application uses the free Internet photo sharing 

service Flickr to exchange pictures between the users. This means 

that all photos you share within the application will be publicly 

available on the Flickr website, or through third party 

applications, making it easy to extend the application with 

desktop alternatives. 

3. RESULTING COMMUNICATION 

PATTERNS 
After a shorter period of usage with a limited set of users we can 

already see interesting communication patterns and strategies 

emerging. Most of the conversations have explorative and playful 

characteristics. In an initial attempt to try and understand what 

kind of communication practices that might emerge, we have 

identified at least three different communication strategies that 

people used. 

3.1 Explicit mimicking 
The most obvious communication strategy is to create responses 

that bear close resemblance to the initial posted image. Figure 

three shows a typical example of this in which an image of a 

shadow is replied to using another image of a shadow.  

 

3.2 Artistic composition and color  
The second identified pattern is based on similarities in the 

artistic composition of the images, shown in the image pair below 

where there are similarities in color as well as in the composition 

of foreground object with respect to background and horizon. 

 

Figure 3. Explicit mimicking 

 

 

      

Figure 2. Example series of pictures, showing an evolving theme emerging between users. (perhaps you could note that these pictures 

may not be very interesting in themselves, and would be less likely to be taken without the context of the camversation app. In effect, 

these pictures become meaningful purely as part of the emerging theme of the picture series, similar to how words and sentences get 

loaded with meaning in the social contexts of a normal conversations.) 

 



 

3.3 Variations around a theme 
The last pattern we found was variations around a theme. Here an 

effort was made to find creative variations around a theme, such 

as in the series of images below, where the letter M is found in a 

variety of places. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
In their discussion on playful photography, Petersen et al [4] 

formulate six properties that characterizes playful photography 

activities; that they are part of mundane everyday life, that the 

activity is engaging in itself, that it supports bodily engagement, 

that it has moments of surprise, that it is open for social 

interaction and that it changes the purpose of taking photos. Even 

though the Camversation application in a way fits well as an 

example of playful photography according to their definitions, 

there are some crucial differences that make these characteristics 

less appropriate, such as the explicit focus on communication in 

the camversation application, that puts more focus on aspects of 

collaboration and sensemaking.  

We can thus identify a couple of new interesting qualities 

that are specific to the interaction with this application, and that 

can be used to inform the design of other social playful 

applications. 

Collaborative meaning making – A key part of the interaction 

with the application is to invent patterns of communication by 

choosing what properties of the images to respond to. In order to 

achieve these patterns the participants must collaboratively arrive 

to an agreement on the rules of communication. 

Situated creativity – By using the camera as a means of 

communication the participants are being forced to use their 

surroundings in a creative way, in order to continue the 

conversation. 

Restricted interaction – By imposing restrictions in the interaction 

the users are forced to be inventive. You could e.g. imagine that 

you could add the option to write text in conjunction with the 

images. This would however probably have negative effects on 

the interaction, with respect to creativity and expressiveness. 

For future work, except from testing the system with larger groups 

of users, we would also like to examine some alternative 

approaches. One that has been considered is to randomly connect 

users of the applications in pairs, and let them get to know each 

other by communicating with pictures only. 
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Figure 4. Artistic composition and color 

 

 


